Assassination Records Review Board
Final Determination Notification

AGENCY : CIA
RECORD NUMBER : 104-10012-10111
RECORD SERIES : JFK
AGENCY FILE NUMBER : 201-289248

August 15, 1996

Status of Document: Postponed in Part

Number of releases of previously postponed information: 28
Reason for Board Action: The Review Board's decision was premised on several factors including: (a) the significant historical interest in the document in question; (b) the absence of evidence that the release of the information would cause harm to the United States or to any individual.

Number of Postponements: 16

Postponement # 1 (Page 4):
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.
Substitute Language: Digraph
Release Date: 06/2006

Postponement # 2 (Page 4):
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.
Substitute Language: Digraph
Release Date: 06/2006

Postponement # 3 (Page 4):
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may
be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Dispatch prefix.

Review Date: 10/2017

Postponement # 4 (Page 6):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Digraph

Release Date: 06/2006

Postponement # 5 (Page 7):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that might be withheld under Section 6(1)(A) of the JFK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, at which time it will reconsider the postponement.

Substitute Language: CIA Employee

Review Date: 05/1997

Postponement # 6 (Page 7):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Digraph

Release Date: 06/2006

Postponement # 7 (Page 7):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Digraph

Release Date: 06/2006
Postponement # 8 (Page 7):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that might be withheld under Section 6(1)(A) of the JFK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, at which time it will reconsider the postponement.

Substitute Language: CIA Employee

Review Date: 05/1997

Postponement # 9 (Page 7):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that might be withheld under Section 6(1)(A) of the JFK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, at which time it will reconsider the postponement.

Substitute Language: CIA Employee

Review Date: 05/1997

Postponement # 10 (Page 12):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Digraph

Release Date: 06/2006

Postponement # 11 (Page 14):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Digraph

Release Date: 06/2006

Postponement # 12 (Page 14):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Digraph
Postponement # 13 (Page 15):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Digraph

Release Date: 06/2006

Postponement # 14 (Page 16):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Dispatch prefix

Release Date: 10/2017

Postponement # 15 (Page 16):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Dispatch Prefix.

Release Date: 10/2017

Postponement # 16 (Page 17):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Digraph

Release Date: 06/2006

Board Review Completed: 06/05/96
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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
On 21 May 64, Philip R. Nielsen remitted $5750.00 to Boris Kungurov (at Lomonosovsky Prospekt apt. 205, Moscow 131) through Harris Trust and Savings Bank, Chicago.

A federal agency conducting security investigations advised in April 62 that Philip R. Nielsen, a U.S. citizen, wanted many Tamara Stepanovna Kungurova, who may be connected with Sventner and may have been utilized by the intelligence.

Immigration & Naturalization Service, NY, advised on 17 Dec 62 that Philip Robert Nielsen and Tamara Stepanovna Nielsen arrived a NYC 14 Dec 62 and planned to remain 30 days.

FBI agents interviewed Tamara 31 Jan 63. She said she had married Philip in Moscow; entered US Dec 62. Her brother Boris Kungurov—born 1936—employed Moscow as translator. Tamara became naturalized US citizen on 27 Feb 64.
in Leningrad

**SOCONOMOLIO case - Natalya BORISOVA, INTURIST interpreter, married former** Aug 1960
Italian Secy of Italy-USSR Association and left with him when he made publicity about delay in getting her out. Left May 1962. KGB informant.

in Leningrad

**APRISTLE 1 (iden not given) - He married Sov INTURIST guide and has not been able to bring her to West (as of May 1962). No other info.**

NURDUNGAM - Natalya (Lau), believed former INTURIST guide, married in Leningrad while he student Swede Gunnar N, and now lives with him in Jutteborg. Fe 10 1961. He in JUTTEBORG & SHE STILL IN LENINGRAD.

**APRISME 1 - Married Tamara SREBJENIKOVA in July 61 in Moscow. He student.**

OSSW - 7663 - "In the last several years, there has been an increasing use of INTURIST employees, especially their female interpreter-guides, in ops vs non-Sov. . . . These Sov girls have come in contact with and married non-Sov exchange students, tourists, and businessmen. While some have been granted permission to join their husbands in the West, others are still awaiting their exit visas."

BEITIN, Arnulf - German exchange student in Leningrad married Rissa KRAVTSOVA July 1961. She INTURIST guide. He left in July or August, she remained. (This addition) Not able to bring her out.

T. SHERICK - See separate report

ITALIVER - Sov who married ethnic German #8/1097 sometime between Oct
after Oct 1958. She left USSR in March 1958, but her husband was not repatriated until July 1958 after intervention of German Embassy. She had six-month daughter as of March 1958.

KROŃŚJÔ - Tom KROŃŚJÔ, a young economist who returned from the USSR with a Soviet wife. K. had the reputation of being a communist several years ago, and received a nine-month scholarship to the USSR .... Nov 1962 dispatch. No details.

HELLINZONA, Giovanni - PCI member. "In Aug 1961 he returned to the USSR and married Sov citizen Nina SORCIAROVA. .... After his marriage, he returned to Italy alone. During first part of July 1962, his wife moved to Italy. ...."
LAVIKHALA, Oilie or Taiko, law student in USSR. Sent request for an exit permit until he agreed to work for them. Wedding date unknown. He agreed to work for some, but as of Feb 1962, had not been contacted by them. Hope so?

Alva LUNDHOLZ (Age 201-332736), Married March 62.

AEOCEN/3 married Maria Teeninah, March 62.

Follet in "Stelian." 


Ret to Italy Dec 61. Continuing course.

GRIECO, Riccardo. Replica left alone.

PASSENI, Luciana. Left alone.
REDWOOD AESQUANKER

RE TRUE 9440 (IN 49758) *

1. POUCHING COPY MCVICKAR MEMO RE INTERVIEW WITH SUBJ MOSCOW. MEMO BASICALLY AGREES PARA 5 REG.

2. OTHER POINTS POSSIBLE INTEREST IN MEMO:
   A. SUBJ MARRIED RUSSIAN TELEPHONE OPERATOR MOSCOW 60 WISH ALSO WANTED GO US.
   B. HAD IRANIAN PASSPORT VALID TO 20 JULY 61. THIS PARTIALLY ANSWERS QUESTIONS PARA 2 A DIR 40627 (OUT 57723). **. APPEARS POSSIBLE HE STUDIED USSR WITHOUT PERMISSION GOI AND THIS REASON PICKED UP DZHULPA.

3. SUGGEST DEBRIEF FOR CI USEFUL ADDITION ONS.

--- END OF MESSAGE ---

SR/4 Comment: **Returnee Stepan Gebrailovich YEVRUSH claims had interview US Embassy Moscow, was advised go to Iran and see American Consul there re study in US. PIs check, pouch interview reports if true.

**Tehe 9440 indicates Subj came Iran legally. For what reason did Sovs give him permission leave USSR. Did he have prior permission enter Iran? If so what basis given.

END OF MESSAGE
See 201-234750 on Tamara S. KUNGURCOVA.

On his second trip to the USSR in January 1959, Philip Robert NIELSON, REDSKIN agent, was given an INTURIST interpreter/guide named Tamara Stepanovna KUNGURCOVA. A romance developed between them and NIELSON became determined to marry her, which he finally did in the spring of 1962. His family did everything in their power to discourage this romance and John Hanes of the State Department received letter from NIELSON's father re affair. Not seeking help but advice on what to do.

NIELSON later received letter from his father in fall 1960 giving in details the contents of a conversation father had had with John Hanes of State. Hanes stated that:

a. All American-Soviet marriages had turned out to be unsuccessful.

b. The Soviets never let one of their nationals out of the country under such circumstances unless the person had been recruited as a spy.

c. The Soviets will probably not given NIELSON a visa (he tried unsuccessfully all summer and fall 1960 and in 1961 to get Sov visa).
With regard to the marriage of a Soviet to a foreigner, Nora
KORENZHIKO (who married a British diplomat in the 1940s) has this
to say: "Most of the women who have married foreigners must have agreed
at one time or another to carry out some sort of spy work for the Soviets.
Otherwise, they would not have been given permission to marry foreigners,
and even the marriage certificate has to be issued by the secret police." She
herself was recruited by State Security through coercion and only
allowed to leave the country by agreeing to work for State Security.
This she never did. Once out of the country, she broke completely with
the Soviets and it is presumed she has furnished information on
that organization to the British Services. (She Spied for Stalin by
Nora Murray).

Petr DENTABIN, State Security officer who defected in 1954, has this
to say about the Soviet women who have contact with or who marry foreigners:
Soviet women associating with foreign men will be recruited by State Security
when the association is first begun, or after it has developed, or when plans
for marriage have been made. "Even if only 5% of these women are 100%
loyal State Security workers, and the others work less loyally, it is still
considered a worthwhile operation. No woman known to be anti-Soviet would
ever be given a visa to leave the country, even if she were married to an
ambassador. The Soviets instruct all persons in this category to make remarks
against the Soviet Union when abroad, but these remarks are not to be too strong,
nor are they made for publication by press or radio."

In the early 1960s, when any young American was thinking of marrying an
INTERIST guide, his father contacts a knowledgeable official of the State
Department who made the following remarks:
1. All American-Soviet marriages had turned out to be unsuccessful.
2. The Soviets never let one of their nationals out of the country under
such circumstances (marriage to a foreigner) unless the person had been recruited.
It is believed that the Counterintelligence Directorate (Kontrrazvedyvatelnaya upravleniya-KRU), of the KGB initiates operations against foreigners inside the USSR. When the operation leads outside the USSR into foreign countries, i.e., when the probable recruitments have been achieved, and the persons in question leave the USSR, the operation is then turned over to the Foreign Intelligence Directorate (Vneshniye upravleniya-INV) who continues the operation until such time as it is terminated.
John SANDOR - Met and proposed to Viktoria KOCHUROVA in 1956, but had to leave USSR before they could get married. Returned in 1957 and married her Nov. Arrived together in US in March 1958.
Soviet women married to other nationals

BORISOVA, Natalya (201-311072) - married to Italian Scognomiglia whom she left. Living with another Italian, ACCONE--

LYOVINA, Lilia - married to Allen David PACKLEN, U.S. citizen. She has 201 file. See SR/6/Sic card for number.

ZELENKOVA, - married to LUNDAHL. 201-332736


SEMENENIKOVA, Tamara - Married AEPRONISE/1 - See SR/2

SMOLOVA, Tamara - Leningrad Univ. born ca. 1936-37. Former INTURIST guide. My records do not indicate to whom she is married.

Louise


nee DYOMINA
aka DEMINA
Hirsch: Leonard, Yelena, KNYA2K

McKinnon: Philip, Married
Ghizhyn, Tamar, KUIKOVKOVA, spring 32.

Dinser, Clark, Lyudmila, KIFUKOVA, 20, 160, married
Marel 60, she residing with parents, Moscow.
He left alone.

As of 7 Sep 61, he is away from home. He tells his wife she is 37 now. He won't leave his, won't leave his life. He needs a mid-Feb to go out here. He went through weeks in Moscow due illness etc. Tamara needs a "lifetime for exceptional pp."

Jul '60


2. KIRSCH. 6th Div. 742. 22-23 May 61. Left marriage to KNIAZKINA. She to US Feb 60. She to US 21.5.60.

3. OLSEN. Wed 26 Oct 61. Lyudmila Grigorova = TEFURINA. He got to US 7 Nov 61. They kept in touch. She is still there.


5. HEGARTY. Lyudmila Tamarskova ZANOVA. 1st LGV.


8. CELATI. He left Dec 61. Expecting wife June 62. zona Singapore.

9. BELLINZONA. He left. She left. Aug 61. He went to Italy alone, the ended July 62.


12. JOHANSSON. Wed Tamara SEREBRENNIKOVA. July 61. She out April 62. She left. Her husband had a job in France.


15. THELIN. Left to Sweden summer '61. She not allowed go. He rapidly visit her. Kiev Dec 61.

16. LEHRMAN. Visiting lover. Wed 28.3.63. 8th 6.4.63 lengthy got her exit visa. She out 6. and son.

17. PENDILL. Left May 60. For academic reasons and ask another to pretend set Moe.

18. AEFRAPE. Int'l on skiing. Darla Nikolayevna SHKATROVA. He left. 1962.


20. GRIECO. After marriage, condition for wife's exit permit.

21. LAVIKKALN, 55-59 school term also 57-60. Recruited by KGB in fall 59.

22. LUMBRED. 

23. PACKLER. Took wife Lilya Aleksayevna LEVINA. 6 mo to get exit 101-2892.48.
24. SCOGNAMIGLIO. Married Aug 60. Dec 60 he started working.

25. KRONJØ: Don't know when married. Visa appl to visit Norway.

26. SÁNDOR, 2.11.57 wed Viktorya Ivanovna

Kochanova, Riga, Latv., June 31.3.58.

*on her exit permit, which notably lead to be done thru Sov Emb.

Rome. Finally he went to Moscow to get Sov Emb to put

pressure on Sors. Visa finally issued, and they arrived


27. LONG Giuseppe. Married Sov - details unknown -

his studies probly thru 1966 (MGU).

28. Another French student, besides NAFFRAPE, married Sov girl

at MGU, at about same time (51-60 aged). Also now

(21.5.62) out of Sov and in France.

OSSA - 11545 on Johansson (15.6.62)
says his wife got the fastest processing
of the three Swedish couples - one took
4mo, the other not out yet.

Must be Nordenstam and Thelin.
Johnson Smith M. A. More

Tinwell M. H. 10

RECORD 4 - FRENCH UNNUMBERED

Cruz Campo Alain Chien Alden 348

Mildred and H. 1st Married 1943

2 Birthdays mid 28 3 63 0 4 63 and Fall Movie

Age 61 and piano for wife